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Section 1. Background
Queens Council on the Arts (QCA) embarked on a strategic planning process in Spring 2016 to establish
the organization’s key objectives and priorities for the next three to five years. 2016 marks QCA’s 50th
year of service, and leadership saw it as an opportune time to re-examine the organization’s mission and
impact. Several other factors also contributed to leadership’s decision to engage in a planning process,
including:
• QCA’s ability to leverage 50 years of experience and build on local partnerships;
• QCA’s new facility, a visible “brick and mortar” location in the midst of a vibrant, up and coming
cultural district, the first time the organization had its own home;
• Queens’ diverse, changing and growing creative citizenry, increasing the needs of local artists
and cultural communities; and
• The evolving funding landscape, which will require QCA to diversify funding sources.
The planning committee quickly came to recognize that capacity and resource constraints would remain
an ongoing QCA challenge in the near term, particularly with the decision early in the engagement to
take advantage of a strategic opportunity and relocate to a larger facility in Long Island City in 2018.
Although there are significant benefits to the move, it also would necessitate another capital campaign
and a facility build-out all under the management of existing staff. In light of this decision, QCA wanted
to develop a realistic plan that would provide clear priorities and direction, allow flexibility in timing and
execution and lead to long-term sustainability.
Leadership quickly identified some fundamental issues (e.g. clearly articulated mission, vision and values
statements and clearer institutional positioning within the community) that needed to be addressed in
order to create a solid plan that both board and staff could support. Once clarified and mutually agreed
upon, this foundational work would become the platform for future planning and provide the
framework to inform a number of specific recommendations.
The group began an inclusive and collaborative planning process, the outcome of which would link
mission, values, and program design with an understanding of available or accessible resources.
Leadership’s final recommendations would be supported with a realistic action plan and tools to
monitor progress. This report summarizes the key outcomes, process highlights and additional planning
work that will be needed to implement the strategic goals and objectives recommended by the planning
committee and ratified by QCA’s board of directors.

I.

THE PROCESS

Leadership recognized that a planning process would help set the stage for programmatic,
organizational and financial growth which would be critical as the organization set out to embark on its
next half-century. Over a nine-month period, KrasnePlows convened planning meetings as work and
review sessions to validate and inform the work. Eleven members of the board, junior board, and staff
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participated (See Appendix A.).
following activities:

Set the Stage:
Where QCA is Now
& Future Visioning
•Diagnostic
•Background Review
•Mission
•Programs
•Financial position
•Stakeholder
Interviews
•Begin Landscape
Review
•Board, staff and
participant surveys
•SWOT Analysis

An inclusive, participatory three-phase process incorporated the

Establish Direction
& Priorities
•Best practices and
competitive landscape
review
•Determine where you want
to go
•Desired Impact, Clients &
Programs
•Fundability
•ID possible scenarios
•Consider risk implications
•ID infrastructure needs /
staffing plan
•Develop budget model
•Pick best scenario
•Draft high-level, multiyear plan
•Consider board's role

Create an Action Plan
•Confirm how to get
there
•Translate into action
plan
•Measurable
Outcomes
•Activities, timing,
parties
•Monitoring Tool
•Board
Recommendation

The planning committee agreed to focus the engagement on the following foundational issues,
specifically by answering the questions below:
1) Who should QCA serve in order to best extend its reach in the borough and serve diverse
communities;
2) What outcomes does QCA seek to achieve for their target audience and for the borough as a whole
3) How can QCA best serve their target audiences to reach those outcomes, intentionally leveraging
current and accessible resources; and
4) How must QCA change as an organization, including how should it position itself as an institution
within the community?
Within this context, QCA’s strategic planning process was designed to: identify opportunities for growth
based on the evolving needs of individual artists and the county as a whole; structure its programs to
better serve the specific and evolving needs of their primary audience; diversify its funding base –
specifically to increase individual giving and earned revenue; and build a distinct presence within the
local and national arts communities. In doing this, QCA looks to remain a relevant, vital resource.
Specifically, the following goals outlined QCA’s planning project:
• Clarify QCA’s vision and focus for the future
• Understand how QCA compares to others
• Determine QCA’s strategic goals and objectives for the next 5 years
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•
•
•
•

Identify the appropriate infrastructure
Establish success metrics and monitoring protocol
Prepare implementation roadmap with budget
Engage board and staff throughout process

The work began with a thorough understanding of the current state, QCA, New York City and the
broader sector. Besides the planning committee meetings, KrasnePlows spent time working with
management working sessions in order to further analyze strategic options and discuss and consider
possible implications. Additionally, QCA spent some time internally digesting data, analyzing results and
working through various scenarios. The overall intention and design was to create an inclusive process,
proactively collecting input across all stakeholder groups, leveraging expertise when possible and
encouraging candid discussion (allowing for anonymity as appropriate).
Specifically, KrasnePlows (KP) conducted and/or facilitated:
1. Comprehensive document review and financial analysis (three-year audit history, current year
internal financials and budget);
2. A series of internal interviews with two selected board and two staff members;
3. A series of external interviews with three funders; seven community leaders; one national
leader and one diversity consultant;
4. Three separate surveys designed to build on interview findings (described above) with
governance and junior board members (33% and 75% response rates respectively); with staff
and program consultants (85% response rate); and all program participants and alumni in QCA’s
database (29% response rate);
5. Comparison of QCA to relevant New York agencies;
6. Research arts programming best practices and program models;
7. Five strategic planning committee meetings;
8. Five management working sessions; and
9. Standing bi-weekly calls with senior management.
(See Appendices B – O for research instruments and notable findings.)

II.

CURRENT STATE: THE CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Multiple factors were considered as underpinnings to QCA’s strategic decisions:

Factors

Considerations

INTERNAL
1.

History &
Mission

§ Since its inception in 1966, QCA has helped the development of cultural
institutions, distributed arts funding, created arts initiatives, and
served the professional needs of artists across the borough.
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Factors

Considerations
§
§
§
§

2.

Core Values

§
3.

Geography

§
§
§

4.

Financials

§
§

§
§
§

5.

Staff

§
5.

Clients

§

Longstanding history and presence in Queens on which to build.
Staff, board and stakeholders consider mission relevant and important.
Funders consider the mission to be relevant and important.
Organizational Values
QCA is committed to:
o Accessibility to services and programming
o Celebrating Queens diversity
o Financial responsibility demonstrated by optimizing resources
and providing sustainable, responsible programming
o Innovation
o Continuous learning for QCA and the field
o Fostering and providing leadership within the sector
o Driving impact with constituents, Queens and the field
Historically, QCA has had stronger participation from residents of
western Queens, Astoria and Long Island City – with a dedicated
program in Jamaica in recent years.
QCA has a physical presence in Astoria and will move to a larger
location in LIC in 2018.
QCA’s full operating results in recent years have been close to breakeven or deficit, managing expenses closely.
Although the 2016 Budget and 2017 Projection anticipate personnel
and artist expense growth, in the previous years analyzed, these
major expenses remained flat or even decreased.
Government grants are QCA’s core funding source, though
fundraising is planned to increase.
Liquidity was constrained at each year-end, with less than 2 months
of expenses in cash. Management reports significant variability in
cash flow each year-end due to grant timing.
QCA’s audit classifies its Fixed Assets (Leasehold Improvements) and
related expenses as Permanently Restricted.
Small staff; four F/T staff and three program consultants
Tenure
§ Staff (4)
§ 50% over 10 years
§ 25% between 5 and 10 years
§ 25% less than 1 year
§ Program Consultants (2)
§ 50% between 1 and 3 years
§ 50% over 10 years
Clients include visual, literary, performing artists as well as educators,
high school students (juniors and seniors), arts advocates, community
leaders and cultural organizational leaders.
When asked about the services received, most clients responded to
attending professional development workshops followed by individual
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Factors

6.

Key Current
Programs

7.

Organizational
Capacity

8.

Board
Composition &
Satisfaction

Considerations
and organizational grants.
§ Most clients were not aware of programs or services beyond those in
which they had participated.
§ Grantee diversity can continue to improve so the pool more fully
represents the breadth of Queens.
Clients participate in the following key programs:
§ Queens Arts Fund
§ $180,000 for 92 grants
§ SU-CASA
o 14 artists-in-residence at 14 senior centers
§ Professional Development
o Annual series of two- and three-part sessions, six to eight
workshops; 300 artists and arts organizations served.
§ Artist Leaders Circle
o 10 Jamaica Arts Leaders
o Five Literary Leaders
o Leadership development within local artist communities to give
voice to individual artists
§ LAB
o Up to 12 events and 500 individuals served.
o Artists gather in peer-sharing, mini-workshops, and community
building events, all of which assist with building their confidence,
skill set, and identity
o Events center on skills building and sharing, networking,
presentation and peer-sharing works in progress, using a critical
review process
§ High School to Art School Program (HS2AS)
o Up to 55 juniors and seniors receive pre-professional portfolio
development to position them for competitive art colleges
acceptance.
§ Already stretched, expanded services will require more resources
§ Organizational perception is limited to Hoong Yee Lee Krakauer
(Executive Director) and Lynn Lobell (Grants and Resource Director).
§ Board engagement is limited.
§ Limited success in developing revenue streams beyond re-granting
§ Stakeholders could be additional resources - serving as volunteers in
functional areas, program ambassadors and potentially deliver
programs. Moreover survey results indicated alumni had an appetite to
act as QCA ambassadors (48% responded affirmatively).
§ Board Members: Ten members with the majority new to the board.
Breakdown includes new (60% of the board one-year tenure and 10% <
one year) and experienced (20% 10 years and 10% 10+ years tenure).
§ Junior Board Members: Relatively new board with six members serving
for two years and three members serving for one year. Junior board
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Factors

Considerations

§
§
§

9.

Staff Satisfaction
§

10.

Growth

§
§
§
§

(perceived as a feeder board to the governance board) adds geographic
diversity to organization with members from Bayside, LIC, Astoria,
Flushing and ethnic diversity with Hispanic (two), African American
(two), Asian (one), Caucasian (four) members.
Mixed levels of engagement with many not as consistently engaged as
one would expect or need to support the organization.
Low board participation in survey made it difficult to gauge satisfaction,
although it served as another indicator of low engagement.
Staff is committed to QCA’s mission, largely satisfied with their current
positions and their ability to contribute to QCA’s success. They feel they
have the information that they need to do their work, are largely
satisfied with the support of management, and their ability to represent
QCA to artists and community leaders.
Room for improvement when asked about ability to provide feedback
and overall work environment.
Multiple opportunities exist for expansion.
Stakeholders, including funders, want and expect growth.
Board and staff desire growth, but their sense of readiness and timing
diverge.
Any growth will need to need to be balanced with maintaining quality
and integrity of current programs.

EXTERNAL

1.

Reputation &
Visibility

2.

Sector Wide
Trends

§ Leadership is well known and perceived knowledgeable about the arts
in Queens.
§ QCA has shown it can reach diverse communities and participants gave
the organization good marks on diversity and inclusion issues.
§ Given QCA’s history, role and stable funding base, stakeholders expect
more.
§ Participants generally view their experience with QCA as a positive
one; and value QCA services.
§ Many past participants would recommend QCA programs.
§ Stakeholders have limited awareness of QCA’s entire program
portfolio, visibility overall should be improved.
§ QCA is best known for its re-granting and professional development
programming.
Cultural Organizations
§ Dollars for the arts: In general, public funding levels have recovered
from 2007-2009 drops, but account for only 9% of total funding.
Individual giving is 24%, & foundations only 4%.
§ Act like a small business: Overall 60% of dollars for the arts comes from
earned income – expected to act like for-profit entities.
§ Technology: The digital world has had significant impact on how
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Factors

3.

Landscape

4.

Community/
Geography

4.

Arts Funding

Considerations
organizations and artists make art, engage with audiences, make art
available and accessible. Moreover, expectations are heightened
about tracked outcomes & impact measurability.
§ Collaboration: Increasingly support for the arts is integrated into a
larger umbrella of cultural planning, community development,
recognition of the benefits of cultural diversity and equity, and
partnerships across sectors.
Artists
§ Arts education: Participation in the arts for college bound students has
stabilized after years of decline. Demand for college art degrees is on
the rise.
§ Technology: The digital transformation has enabled artists to by-pass
traditional gate keepers whether that be galleries, publishers, or music
distributors.
§ Crowdsourcing: Artists are using crowdsourcing to find content for
their work, identify partners, identify opportunities for exposure and
solicit funding.
§ Extended needs: Artists recognize that they need to have talent and
understand how to survive economically, as their own managers and
as entrepreneurs.
§ Overall: Almost 50 organizations were researched.
§ NYC: Researched 18+ organizations offering similar services throughout
the five boroughs.
§ Studied more thoroughly the five arts councils that act as re-granters
for state and city funds.
o When comparing the breadth of services offered, the other arts
councils offered more programming and funding opportunities.
§ Queens: Researched 27 Queens-based organizations offering programs
or initiatives designed to help the arts thrive in Queens.
§ Nationwide: Examined organizations noteworthy for their innovative
models or best practices, identified through interviews and staff
recommendations See Appendix I.
§ Geography is a primary challenge in serving the borough. Queens is
vast; cross borough transit is difficult; and public transportation lags
behind other boroughs.
§ Queens consists of many ethnicities.
§ Borough’s impending gentrification means that communities will
continue to shift over time; artists may find that certain neighborhoods
will become cost prohibitive; and new residents, businesses and
developers will come into Queens.
§ Funding for arts specific programming remains limited.
§ An overdependence on public funding limits program development.
§ Funder priorities will continue to shift, limiting year over year funds for
the same program.
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Factors

5.

Artist Population

Considerations
§ Funders increasingly require measureable outcomes.
§ There is anticipated growth in Public Art dollars.
§ Others in the field have successfully tapped earned income funding
streams.
§ Extremely diverse, and located in every pocket of Queens.
§ Not always readily reachable, but will require a thorough
understanding of and sensitivity to unique cultures and traditions.
§ Some may not view themselves as artists or define their craft as art but
rather as makers or community members seeking to preserve or
celebrate a tradition.
§ Artist needs today remain largely constant; Artists want financial
support and exposure to help them pursue their work.
§ In addition to dollars and audience development, artists today seek
marketing tools, a voice and the ability to navigate through NYC’s
cultural landscape.
§ There is a continual need to learn skills related to business and art,
especially as technology presents new media platforms and
distribution channels.
§ Affordable space for work and in which to live is becoming even more
challenging for artists as costs continue to soar in NYC.

Section 2: Fundamental Decisions – Answering the Four Guiding Questions
I. Target Population; Confirm Impact and Desired Client Outcomes
A. Who Should QCA Serve? (Question #1): Target Population. QCA will continue to serve artists of any
age and in all disciplines. The organization is committed to inclusion and accessibility. However,
through this process, QCA has established some clear target audience priorities.
1. First, QCA will focus on Emerging Artists and Art Makers.
• Primary attributes include:
• Self-identified as an artist
• Have not yet achieved main stream validation
• Any age, income, discipline
• Lives or works in Queens
• Existing / potential leader
• Participates in / impacts Queens cultural community
• Secondary attributes
• Aspiring artist (onramp to emerging artists)
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2. Secondly, QCA will focus on Cultural Leaders, Organizations and Art Facilitators.
• Primary attributes include:
• Shares QCA’s desire to make Queens a cultural destination
• Shares QCA’s desire to increase visibility of emerging artists’ work in Queens
• Participates in / impacts Queens cultural community
• Existing / potential leader
• Secondary attributes
• Potential QCA partner
• Potential advocate
In addition to continuing their work with cultural organizations, QCA will work to engage with a broader
group of CBOs to infuse art programming into non-art organizations. This will allow them to have a
broader impact in Queens and potentially engage with immigrant populations through their community
organizations. There is also opportunity to engage with local business groups and community boards to
foster arts and cultural programming in their neighborhoods.
Deploying an Integrated Target Population Model
While QCA’s focus is first on fostering emerging artists and art makers and then on cultural leaders,
organizations and facilitators, each of these individuals and cultural groups will in turn impact their
peers and the neighborhoods they live and work in. Additionally, QCA plans to expand programmatically
into new neighborhoods, eventually influencing and increasing the integration of cultural activity
throughout Queens. Providing an on-ramp to larger arts and culture communities, thereby ensuring
equity and engagement for Queen’s diverse communities is one of QCA’s core values. QCA bakes this
into its program design.
As important as extending QCA’s geographic reach is the desire to build artistic and culturally vibrant
communities. The research showed that a respondent identified most strongly with his/her individual
community of peers, although geography remained critical in terms of accessing programs. QCA has a
significant opportunity once a participant connects with QCA to help that person find and engage with
his/her peers in meaningful ways – potentially building a Queens community and identity.
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Art Makers / Emerging Artists
Cultural Leaders /
Organizations
QCA Target Neighborhoods /
Communities
Queens County

B. What Outcomes Does QCA Seek? (Question #2): Impact and Desired Client Outcomes. QCA’s
impact will be:
(i) Develop and expand emerging art makers’ aspirations
(ii) Support and develop cultural leaders
(iii) Encourage and support the arts as part of the “fabric” of life in Queens
(iv) Increase awareness of the rich array of cultural activity in Queens (internally for the
community, itself, and externally to elevate Queens as a “cultural destination”)
More specifically, outcomes were considered for emerging artists, cultural leaders and Queens as a
whole.
Emerging Artists
Emerging artists are often at a loss for how to promote and sustain their work. They lack access to role
models, knowledge on how to proceed in their careers, and professional skills needed to support their
craft. QCA addresses these conundrums by helping build peer communities, providing professional
development, and offering a continuum of support. For emerging artists, QCA’s services will result in
the following outcomes:
§ Equitable access to all programs/services which will include engagement with peers and
professional development
§ Direct funding
§ Opportunities to share and gain feedback on their work
§ Increased confidence
§ Validation for their work
§ Increased opportunities to exhibit/perform work
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§
§
§

Leadership traits fostered
Advocacy skills strengthened
Enhanced civic pride

Cultural Leaders
Cultural leaders can be art makers taking their work out into the community and/or can be art
facilitators who may be leaders of cultural organizations, presenters, curators, or anyone who has a
personal commitment and shared goal of helping QCA enhance the richness of the arts in Queens. For
cultural leaders, QCA’s services will result in the following outcomes:
§ Equitable access to all programs/services which will include increased engagement w/ peers and
art makers and professional development
§ Direct funding
§ Opportunities to lead cultural activities
§ Advocacy skills strengthened
§ Enhanced civic pride
Queens
QCA will impact the borough of Queens through multiple avenues. Again, QCA will look for
opportunities to work with CBOs whose primary mission is outside of the realm of arts and culture but
see arts and cultural activities as a powerful way to fulfil their mission. QCA will seek members of the
business community who recognize that the arts can play an important role in enriching life in Queens
day-to-day and can align with their business objectives. QCA will also focus more on marketing arts
activities in Queens – not only highlighting their direct contributions but those of their alumni, their
partners, and other institutions in the sector. For Queens, QCA’s services will result in the following
outcomes:
§ Increased access for the public to art and cultural activities, which will include exhibitions,
performances and public art
§ Increased participation in art making
§ Increased awareness of Queens as a “place” for art and cultural expression
§ Increased funding for arts and cultural work in Queens
§ Enhanced civic pride
C. How Can QCA Best Service Their Target Audiences? (Question #3): Services.
In order to achieve QCA’s strategic goals, services and programs will be focused in three areas:
1) programs that enhance emerging artists and cultural leaders’ skills and allow them to engage with
their peers;
2) programs that provide direct monetary support to artists and cultural organizations; and
3) programs that promote the work of the artists and cultural communities across Queens and provide
access to the work for the Queens community as a whole.
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All three program areas will be enriched through specific partnerships within both the public and private
sector. The programs are also designed so that they can be replicated and promoted across the
borough, building reach again through partnerships and supported by a robust volunteer program.
QCA will continue its traditional professional development and re-granting programs, including its wellknow peer cycles. The agency will also continue its residencies and High School to Art School
programming. A new curatorial initiative and named grants program will be added over time as part of
the integrated program/service model going forward.
Program / Services Framework and Integrated Program Engagement Model

SERVICES FRAMEWORK LINKED TO GEOGRAPHY

By better integrating the programs available to artists and cultural leaders, QCA can provide a
continuum of engagement, activities and experiences. Examples range from simply attending a public
forum or event to a commitment to attend a series of peer circle meetings; other options could include
facilitator training or participating in 1:1 coaching. The intent is to build a community of artists and
cultural leaders who over time become participants and program leaders/developers. Individuals are
able to “exhibit/present” and “curate/facilitate” work for the public. QCA provides the framework,
training, and access to community resources.
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QCA’S INTEGRATED PROGRAM ENGAGEMENT MODEL

Geography
Geographic reach has been a known challenge within the organization and was called out by both
funders and participants as critical. With this critique front and center, QCA designed an expansion plan
to increase their community footprint and identified several neighborhoods where they will bring their
programs and services over the next three to five years. The organization will build upon longstanding
relationships where they have already been active, and will establish either their own satellite spaces or
specific partnerships with CBOs so they can provide programs and services. Leadership also recognizes
that there may be new ways to support and integrate arts and cultural activities within many of the
diverse immigrant populations in Queens that will emerge in CBO partnerships. The strategy is to
identify and add new neighborhoods over time, sustaining their presence in each neighborhood in part
through their volunteer program and in partnership with other organizations, thereby limiting both the
agency’s risk and investment.

QCA’S GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION PRIORITIES
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II. How Must QCA Change? (Question #4): Mission, Values and Institutional Identity.
The newly articulated strategic objectives led the planning committee to refine and update QCA’s
mission statement, as well as codify the organization’s core values, which had never been memorialized
in writing. Moreover, the planning process, itself, yielded research that underscored QCA’s need to
develop a clearer institutional identity. Program integration and the introduction of new services
combined with the renewed commitment to serve a broader set of neighborhoods also set the stage for
clarifying QCA’s institutional identity – one that would go beyond QCA’s traditional re-granter role.
A. Mission: The planning team and board agreed that QCA’s mission should be updated to reflect
current organizational focus.
Current Mission: To foster and develop the arts in Queens County and to support
individual artists and arts organizations in presenting their cultural diversity for the
benefit of the community.
Updated Mission: To elevate Queens County as an arts and cultural destination by
developing and supporting emerging artists, cultural leaders, and arts and communitybased organizations.

B. Core Values: QCA’s planning committee reaffirmed the organization’s core values to be:
• Creating an onramp to ensure cultural equity
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• Demonstrating financial responsibility by optimizing resources and providing sustainable, responsible
programming
• Advancing innovation
• Continuous learning for us and the field
• Fostering and providing cultural leadership within the sector
• Achieving measurable impact with our constituents, Queens and the field
C. Institutional Identity:
The planning committee recognized that the services proposed will position QCA as a leader in four key
areas: as a cultural center, a go-to resource for emerging artists and cultural leaders, a convener of
cultural activities and a matchmaker who brings artists and supporter's of culture together. Within each
area there will be programmatic focus, resources assigned, and funding sought to support the activities.
This conceptual framework will serve as the basis for an integrated marketing strategy and execution
plan going forward.

QCA’S INSTITUTIONAL MODEL

Section 3: QCA’s Vision for the Future – 2028
Initially, QCA looked to establish a strategic direction for a three- to five-year period. Recognizing that
the move to a new space in 2018 will add further challenges to a strategic plan implementation nearand mid-term, leadership wanted to establish a longer view to guide the organization’s strategic
decisions for the coming decade. The planning committee developed 10-year targets for critical
institutional areas. These in turn would inform their three- to five-year planning objectives.

QCA’S 2028 EXPANSION TARGETS
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Geographic Reach

•Programmatic expansion year over year allows QCA to
touch every part of the borough, with a satellite
presence in critical neighborhoods

Direct Support Thru
Grants

•Three-named, thriving grant award programs,
augmenting QCA’s ongoing re-granting activities

Alumni & Volunteer
Engagement

•A robust volunteer program that augments QCA’s
limited paid staff, provides support and increases
engagement across an array of functional areas, e.g.
community outreach, program/service delivery,
education, marketing

Partnerships

Budget

Governance

•A number of formal, named partnerships that allow
QCA to establish satellite physical spaces and facilitate
exhibitions, performances and public art through its
curatorial program

•A budget that doubles in size over the 10-year
period, with diversified funding streams

•Memberships that double in size for both the junior
and governing boards, providing additional resources,
expertise, experience and stronger links to the local
communities

I. Strategic Plan Priorities
With the longer-term vision as a backdrop, QCA developed two main strategic priorities to focus on
during the 2018-2023 period. These priorities address key findings from the research and are intended
to strengthen the organization overall. They will provide a strong foundation to support the mission and
full portfolio of services.

Strategic Goal #1: Strengthen QCA’s reputation (as a leader) &
increase the organization’s impact in Queens.
The strategic planning process identified three mutually agreed upon objectives, all supporting the
organization’s overarching strategic goal to strengthen its reputation and increase its impact in Queens.
The objectives follow:
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Identify satellite sites for expansion for
sustained activities

Increase awareness of QCA’s existing services &
past accomplishments
Reposition, focus & integrate QCA’s
programs/services to meet our target
population more effectively

While these goals are the primary activities that will lead to QCA’s strengthened reputation and
increased impact in Queens, working towards them need not be in sequential order. Each will have a
positive impact, and each can be addressed depending on available resources and potential
opportunities.

Objective #1: Reposition, focus and integrate QCA’s programs/services to meet our target
population more effectively
Historically QCA has managed each program as a separate initiative. Research underscored that
participants frequently remained unaware of potentially valuable additional programs or services. By
intentionally integrating their offerings, and creating supporting marketing materials, QCA will be able to
provide a continuum of services. QCA can begin to address this objective immediately as they plan
programming for 2017.

Objective #2: Increase awareness of QCA’s existing services and past accomplishments
The research showed a lack of awareness of QCA’s overall programming and accomplishments. This was
true across the stakeholder community, including funders. By developing a multi-year communications
/ marketing / engagement plan and committing to a marketing as a top priority, QCA will be able to tell
their story better, reach more of their target audience, increase program, enhance brand awareness and
receive credit for the “under the radar work” that the agency routinely does. Although they can begin
this work right away with existing staff, the impact will be limited until the organization has resources to
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design and implement a multi-faceted, multi-year plan marketing plan that integrates engagement as
well as awareness initiatives.

Objective #3: Identify satellite sites for expansion for sustained activities
A critical challenge has been how to serve a population separated by geography, with limited public
transportation routes across the borough. While there is a desire to serve all of Queens, it is unrealistic
to expect participants to travel one to two hours each way in order to participate in QCA programming.
By creating satellite sites QCA can begin to overcome the challenges of serving the far reaches of the
borough, and establish on on-going presence in those communities. Moreover, this approach will let
QCA leverage portable programming, and the staff’s success in working with communities typically
under-served.

Strategic Goal #2: Grow and better leverage institution’s resourcesfinancial and human capital.
The strategic planning process identified four mutually agreed upon objectives, all supporting the
organization’s overarching strategic goal to grow and use more effectively institutional resourcesfinancial and human capital. The objectives follow:

Diversify funding stream & explore
earned income opportunities
Explore partnerships to augment QCA’s
limited reach

Develop a focused, volunteer engagement strategy to leverage
program alumni & other interested parties

Expand QCA’s board & junior board with emphasis on
building bridges to communities & resources
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And while these goals are the primary activities that will lead to QCA’s increased resources in Queens,
working towards them need not be in sequential order.

Strategic Objective #1: Expand QCA’s board and junior board with emphasis on building
bridges to communities and resources
As the organization prepares to grow, an actively engaged board is a must for success. Although QCA
has been fortunate to have board members that care about the organization’s mission, the governing
board remains small in number. The board plays a key role in guiding strategic infrastructure
investments, evaluating potential partnership opportunities, garnering additional resources, and
monitoring the strategic plan’s overall progress. Directors need to do more, starting by stepping up to
work in partnership with senior management to expand and diversify both boards’ skills, expertise and
access to resources in priority communities. This work can begin immediately, starting with a facilitated
board retreat designed to help trustees understand more deeply how they can both collectively and
individually contribute to the plan’s success and develop individual action plans that will support that
work.

Strategic Objective #2: Develop focused volunteer engagement strategy to leverage program alumni
and other interested parties
As the organization looks to do more in Queen’s far reaching areas with a small staff, a volunteer
engagement plan becomes more attractive, particularly in carrying out programming and outreach
efforts. Preliminary research indicated that an untapped resource may exist. Participant Survey
respondents were asked, “Would you, as an individual artist and/or cultural leader be interested in an
ambassador program, to act as a liaison for QCA programs and services in your community?” Out of
182 respondents, 48% indicated they were interested or very interested. Staff interviews also
supported this idea, suggesting that there is an opportunity to develop organizational ambassadors who
can help reach new audiences. Structured appropriately, volunteers might augment staff resources
across functional areas, take on leadership roles in reaching new audiences, and deliver programming to
new neighborhoods. But in order to deliver the most impact, resources will need to be invested to
design a pilot volunteer program, which can be modified and expanded over time, and which will have
to have ongoing management support.
*See implementation plan (Appendix J) for a sample list of operational activities.

Strategic Objective #3: Explore partnerships to augment QCA's limited reach
Partnerships are increasingly important in the nonprofit sector and partnering is a strategy QCA has
employed informally over the years. Leadership believes that there are ample opportunities for
potential partners to support QCA to mutual benefit. The landscape research also indicated there would
be a willingness for partnerships both in the public and private sectors. Whether through the use of
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“satellite” spaces for professional development workshops, supporting QCA’s curatorial program with
exhibition and performance spaces, “sponsoring” artists for site specific works, or underwriting a named
re-granting program, to name but a few examples, this work can begin without adding staffing
immediately. Talks are already underway to codify existing loosely formed partnerships – outlining
commitments and expectations – and designing a shared exhibition space proposal to take to hoteliers,
among others. Ultimately there will need to be additional resources to develop and manage a robust
partner program.

Strategic Objective #4: Diversify funding stream and explore earned income opportunities
QCA has been limited in its growth potential due to a heavy dependency on state and city funding. This
is a critical area of work that the leadership identified going forward. There is potential to diversify
funding through engaging the business community, establishing named artists grants, and increasing
board engagement (raise give/get commitments and develop individual giving plans). Once QCA has
completed the move to an expanded LIC facility in 2018, there will be additional earned income
potential, including but not limited to, space rental.

Section 4: Decision Making Criteria
The planning committee developed criteria for the board and management team to consider when
choosing amongst strategic program options during the planning process, as well as when pursuing
opportunities post-project (See Appendix V for Decision Making Tool.) The criteria include:
• Aligns with mission- directly supports emerging artists and cultural leaders throughout
Queens
• Supports strategic plan’s priorities and goals
• Sustainable financially -- funding exists or is attainable near-term
• Infrastructure available now or attainable near-term
• Replicable program or service
• Positions QCA as a leader in the field
• Raises QCA’s visibility
• Leverages in-house program expertise
• Builds on existing partnerships or has partnership potential
• Has measureable outcomes

•

Generates income

Section 5: Implementation
There are multiple ways to implement a strategic objective.
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Reasonable
time frames

Clearly defined
strategic
objectives and
goals

Activities
aligned with
goals

Responsible
parties

Defined
milestones

An implementation plan enumerates the research, planning, and resources that are needed to execute
the strategic objectives successfully. A monitoring tool as part of the implementation plan was
developed for use by management, and includes the following components:
•
•
•
•
•

Action steps linked to the plan’s desired outcomes,
Timelines to carry out every task identified,
Responsible parties assigned to every activity, which could include staff and/or board,
Anticipated milestones to measure progress, and
Clearly defined monitoring protocol.

The full board will monitor the strategic plan’s progress; reviewing it semi-annually in tandem with the
annual budget process and mid-year review. The implementation plan, itself will be the format for the
plan review and any necessary recalibration notations, as arise over time.

Section 6: Summary and Conclusions
QCA has a rich history of promoting arts and culture and supporting artists in Queens. They entered into
this project with the knowledge that they needed to change and grow in order to remain relevant. A
key priority was to rethink who QCA best serves, how QCA positions itself within the Queens cultural
community and how that impacts the way in which the organization describes itself to stakeholders,
given its limited resources.
One priority was to hone their audience focus, identifying where they could have the most impact over
time. The subsequent prioritization of emerging artists – including aspiring artists, which builds on their
successful High School to Art School program – and developing cultural leaders will allow them to have
the most impact with their dollars and resources. Engaging this audience over time with an integrated
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suite of programs that provides professional development opportunities, direct financial support and
opportunities to curate or present their own work or the work of others will serve to build an active,
diverse and growing community of artists and cultural leaders.
A second priority was to clarify QCA’s institutional identity and establish the key messages that will
underpin any strategic marketing plan. This framework positions QCA in four conceptual quadrants.
QCA is a cultural center, a place to go to see exhibitions and performances, to be educated and to
engage with a creative community. QCA is a go-to-resource for direct funding, professional
development, and to understand what is happening in Queens. QCA is a convener, facilitating artist
peer circles, creative conversations, forums, and a curated events calendar and exhibitions. QCA
continues in its role as a matchmaker pairing aspiring artists with art schools, matching artists with
grants and sponsorships, and connecting artists with community resources and decision makers.
QCA also recognizes that they will need to extend how they reach their audience and diversify their
revenue streams in order to support additional programs and increase geographic coverage.
Partnerships and engagement with the business community are two critical elements. Leadership sees
more opportunity to engage directly with the business community in Queens, particularly in a time of
increasing investment in the borough. The implementation of a named grant program will allow them
to highlight successful individuals (Queens alumni) and/or businesses while building and leveraging their
experience with grant management. QCA’s commitment to developing partnerships will allow each
partner to extend the use of their own resources and serve their respective audiences with a richer array
of programs.
Another key priority coming out of the work is to focus immediately on building both QCA’s governance
and junior boards. This effort will include a board retreat to improve board engagement, create a
recruitment plan to enlist additional skills, build community relationships and design ways in which each
board member can contribute to QCA’s overall mission and success.
Lastly, QCA recognized that there is untapped, resident goodwill in the broader community that can
potentially be leveraged through a volunteer or ambassador program. The impact across functional
areas, for programmatic implementation, and for community outreach can be significant.
Throughout the process, QCA reiterated a commitment to organizational values including cultural
equity, delivering sustainable responsible programming, innovation, continuous learning, providing
sector leadership and achieving measurable impact.
In summary, QCA’s leadership made the following strategic commitments, which will shape its work
going forward and reflect a change in the way the organization intentionally operates currently:
• Make more substantive, longer-term commitments to targeted neighborhoods;
• Shift from single program orientation to an integrated programmatic approach;
• Leverage existing programs in a more systematic way;
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•
•
•
•

Establish formal partnerships to expand reach and extend resources;
Grow direct support through expanded sponsorship grants;
Increase visibility and take more credit for the work done to reposition the organization as a
leader; and
Establish a program to engage stakeholders and alumni as volunteers and program leaders.

The strategic priorities set out in this plan will guide critical business decisions yet allow for the flexibility
that QCA’s leadership requires to make timely and appropriate program and organizational choices,
given its resource constraints and near-term commitments. Successful board engagement and
recruitment efforts may allow some activities to be executed with alumni, other interested volunteers
or specific individual donations near-term.

Section 7: Appendices
APPENDIX A: QCA Planning Committee
The planning committee participants included four board members, one junior board member, and five
members of the staff.
Planning Committee Members:
Board and Junior Board Members
• Gianna Cerbone Teoli, Owner, Manducatis Restaurant
• Frank “Turtle” Raffaele, Founder & CEO, COFFEED
• Brent Carrier, President, CRE Development
• Juvenal Reis, President, Reis Studios
• Tyler Meyers, Co-director, Knockdown Center
QCA Management Team & Staff
• Hoong Yee Lee Krakauer, Executive Director
• Lynn Lobell, Grants & Resource Director
• Molaundo Jones, Art Services Manager
• Masud Grant, Development Coordinator
• Daliana Rosa, Digital Coordinator
KrasnePlows Team:
• Barbara Krasne
• Kathryn Clark
• Stacey Rubinstein

APPENDIX B: Interview Participants
In the early stages of this project, 45-minute interviews were conducted.
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The following staff members were interviewed:
• Lynn Lobell, Grants & Resource Director
• Molaundo Jones, Art Services Manager
The following board/jr. board members were interviewed:
• Maria Odyssesos, QCA Board Treasurer
• Omar Solis, QCA Junior Board Chair
The following community leaders were interviewed:
• Nora Vizzini, Edison Price Lighting
• Paula Kirby, Mathis Pfohl Foundation
• Jeanne Dupont, Rockaway Waterfront Alliance
• Andrew Clark, Barata Productions
• Ian Wen, Su Casa Artist
The following funders were interviewed:
• Tom Finkelpearl, DCA
• Megan White, NYSCA
• Kerry McCarthy, Senior Program Officer, NYCT
The following experts were interviewed:
• Lane Harwell, DanceNYC
• Lupita Ginzalez, Diversity Consultant
• Bob Lynch, Americans for the Arts

APPENDIX C: Staff Interview Guide
Preamble: Everything will remain confidential; although incorporated into our findings – without
attribution.
1. Interviewee Background & Satisfaction (Brief)
§ Have you been involved in a strategic planning project before? Was it a good experience?
§ What attracted you to QCA?
§ How would describe your role at QCA?
§ What value do you feel that you contribute QCA? And conversely, how well do you think the
QCA uses your talents/skills/experiences?
§ How well does the organization support you in achieving your goals within the organization?
2. Board Competencies & Issues – for Lynn only
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•

•
•
•

How engaged would you describe the QCA board as a whole on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is
extremely low and 5 is extremely high?
1. Extremely Low
2. Low
3. Neither Low Nor High
4. High
5. Extremely High
Why?

What is the biggest impediment for engagement that, if addressed, would have the greatest
impact? (i.e. Lack of info; communications; training)
How well does the board currently function?
How would you like to see the board evolve over the next 3-5 years to better meet the
organization’s needs?

3. QCA Today & in the Future
• What are QCA’s greatest strengths and weaknesses?
• What type of support do emerging artists and cultural organizations need today? And with that
in mind, what needs does QCA best meet in Queens?
• Are there significant opportunities that QCA missed in the past few years? If so, please describe
them.
• How would you describe QCA’s financial position, and finances in general?
i. How might QCA’s finances be strengthened further?
• Name other organizations that do comparable work in Queens or beyond. How do they
compare to QCA? What is unique about QCA?
• How well is QCA currently leveraging the strength of its volunteers and members?
• Who should take priority in QCA services, i.e., is it the individual artist, cultural organizations,
new audience development, the community-at-large, or a combination etc.?
• How should QCA use its physical facility to maximize revenue and help establish QCA as a
destination for artists?
• Describe your vision for QCA over the next 3-5 years? How different is it from where the
organization is now?
i. What would need to happen to realize your vision?
ii. How could QCA measure its results to determine how/if the organization has
achieved that vision?
4. Programming, Diversity & Racial Equity
• Does QCA’s programming meet the needs of today’s artist community?
• When considering the rich diversity that the Queens artistic community represents, whom does
QCA currently serve very well? Are there certain stakeholder groups or cultural organizations
that could be better served and if so how? Given QCA’s limited resources, how might QCA
prioritize its cultural access and equity work?
• How well has QCA addressed diversity and the issue of racial equity through its programming
and community building?
• Where might QCA do more when it comes to achieving community impact and how it remains
remains relevant?
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•
•

•
•

Can you identify any collaboration opportunities that would lead to greater impact (if not
mentioned already)?
Given that racial equity and community impact programming are two themes getting increased
attention in the sector, describe any models that you think QCA should explore. [We are
particularly interested in identifying models that use arts and culture to effect change [in the
community].
Please share any ideas you have for revenue generating programming, if not already mentioned.
Can you share any additional insight on the changing needs/demographics in Queens that you
think will affect what QCA does?
i. What additional opportunities do you think this insight presents to QCA if not already
mentioned?

5. QCA’s Reputation/Perception & Related Issues
• What would members of the general public say about QCA?
• What would members of the Queens artistic community say about QCA?
• What would funders say about QCA?
• What would other leaders in the field say about QCA?
• How effective would you rate external communications and marketing efforts? And how might QCA
improve its visibility?
6. Obstacles
• Are there any obstacles that you see potentially impeding QCA’s growth and success?
7. Conclusion
• In thinking about this strategic planning project, what do you hope will be achieved? List up to 3
specific objectives.
• Is there anything else you want to tell us?

APPENDIX D: Board & Junior Board Interview Guide
Preamble: Everything will remain confidential; although incorporated into our findings – without
attribution.
1. Interviewee Background (Very Brief)
§ Have you been involved in a strategic planning project before? Was it a good experience?
§ Have you served on other nonprofit boards? If so, where they governance boards? Which ones?
§ In a sentence or two, can you describe how you came to join QCA’s board?
§ How long have you served?
§ How would describe your role on the board?
§ How engaged are you as a member of the QCA board on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is
extremely low and 5 is extremely high?
1. Extremely Low
2. Low
3. Neither Low Nor High
4. High
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5. Extremely High
Why?

§
§

Can you give us an idea of how much time you commit to QCA, on a monthly or weekly
basis?
What value do you feel that you contribute to the board? And conversely, how well do you
think the board uses your talents/skills/experiences?

2. Board Competencies & Issues (Very Brief)
• How engaged would you describe the QCA board as a whole on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is
extremely low and 5 is extremely high?
1. Extremely Low
2. Low
3. Neither Low Nor High
4. High
5. Extremely High
Why?

§
§
§

What is the biggest impediment for engagement that, if addressed, would have the greatest
impact? (i.e. Lack of info; communications; training)
How well does the board, as a whole, currently function?
How would you like to see the board evolve over the next 3-5 years to better meet the
organization’s needs?

3. QCA Today & in the Future
• What are QCA’s greatest strengths and weaknesses?
• What type of support do emerging artists and cultural organizations need today? And with that
in mind, what needs does QCA best meet in Queens?
• Are there opportunities that QCA missed in the past few years? If so, what?
• How would you describe QCA’s financial position, and finances in general? (Jr. board member
may not know)
ii. How might QCA’s finances be strengthened further?
• Name other organizations that do comparable work in Queens or beyond? How do they
compare to QCA? Consider philosophy and programming.
• How well is QCA currently leveraging the strength of its volunteers and members?
• Who should take priority in QCA services, i.e., is it the individual artist, cultural organizations,
new audience development, the community-at-large, or a combination etc.?
i.
Considering this priority, where should programming be focused?
• How should QCA use its physical facility to maximize revenue and help establish QCA as a
destination for artists?
• Describe your vision for QCA over the next 3-5 years? How different is it from where the
organization is now?
iii. What would need to happen to realize your vision?
iv. How could QCA measure its results to determine how/if the organization has
achieved that vision?
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4. Programming, Diversity & Racial Equity

•

•
•
•
•
•

When considering the rich diversity that the Queens artistic community represents, whom does
QCA currently serve very well? Are there certain stakeholder groups or cultural organizations
that could be better served and if so how? Given QCA’s limited resources, how might QCA
prioritize its cultural access and equity work?
How well has QCA addressed diversity and the issue of racial equity through its programming
and community building?
Where might QCA do more when it comes to achieving community impact and how it remains
relevant?
Can you identify any collaboration opportunities (if not already mentioned)?
Please share any ideas you have for revenue generating programming, if not already mentioned.
Can you share any additional insight on the changing needs/demographics in Queens that you
think will affect what QCA does?
i. What additional opportunities do you think this insight presents to QCA if not
already mentioned?

5. QCA’s Reputation/Perception & Related Issues
§
§
§
§
§

What would members of the general public say about QCA?
What would members of the Queens artistic community say about QCA?
What would funders say about QCA?
What would other leaders in the field say about QCA?
How effective would you rate QCA’s external communications and marketing efforts? And how
might QCA improve its visibility?

6. Obstacles
• Are there particular obstacles that you see potentially impeding QCA’s growth and success?
7. Conclusion
§ In thinking about this strategic planning project, what do you hope will be achieved? List up to 3
specific objectives.
§ Is there anything else you want to tell us?

APPENDIX E: Funder/Community Leader/Sector Leader Interview Guide
Preamble: Everything will remain confidential; although incorporated into our findings – without
attribution.
1. Interviewee Background (Very Brief)
§ What is your current position and how long have you served in that capacity?
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2. Your Familiarity with QCA and its Programs
§ On a scale of one to five, where one in not familiar at all, and five is very familiar:
o How familiar are you with QCA?
o How familiar are you with QCA’s programs?
3. General Key Questions
§ Based on your observations, how might you describe QCA’s greatest strengths and any weaknesses?
§ How would you describe QCA’s reputation in the field?
• What types of support do emerging artists and cultural organizations need today? And with that in
mind, what needs does QCA best meet in Queens currently?
• Where would you place QCA within the overall cultural landscape currently, and how might its role
change over the next 3 – 5 years? Why?
• Racial equity and community impact programming are two themes getting increased attention in the
sector. Describe any models [supporting artists & cultural arts organizations] that you think are
particularly successful, or seem worthy of QCA’s attention. We are particularly interested in
identifying models that use arts and culture to effect change [in the community].
• Who should take priority in QCA services, i.e., is it the individual artist, cultural organizations, new
audience development, the community-at-large, or a combination etc.? Why?
• How would you recommend QCA use its physical space to have the strongest impact and increase
QCA’s exposure and service offerings?
• What role do you think QCA might best play in the sector over the next 3 to 5 years? Why?
• What changes might QCA consider in order to be seen as an even stronger organization and remain
competitive for future funding opportunities?
• Collaboration can be an effective way to increase impact, leverage resources, meet changing needs,
etc. Describe any collaboration opportunities that you might see for QCA. Are there any potential
partner organizations that come to mind?
• Are there any other external factors and/or anticipated trends that we should consider?
4. Key Questions Around Programming, Diversity & Racial Equity
When considering the rich diversity that the Queens artistic community represents, whom does QCA
currently serve very well? Are there certain stakeholder groups or cultural organizations that could
be better served and if so how? Given QCA’s limited resources, how might QCA prioritize its cultural
access and equity work?
• How well has QCA addressed diversity and the issue of racial equity through its programming and
community building?
• Where might QCA do more when it comes to achieving community impact?
• Can you share any additional insights on the changing needs/demographics in Queens that you think
will affect what QCA does and how it remains relevant?
ii. What additional opportunities do you think it presents to QCA if not already mentioned?

•

5. Conclusion
§

Is there anything else you want to tell us?
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§

As we continue this project may we come back to you with additional questions, if they arise?

APPENDIX F: Participant Survey (Exemplar of the three surveys conducted: participant, board
and staff)
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APPENDIX G: QCA’S Financial Highlights
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APPENDIX H: SWOT Analysis
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APPENDIX I: Landscape Research Highlights
Local and Regional Organizations Researched
NYC Organizations
Actors Fund
Alliance of Resident Theaters/New York
Arts & Business Council of New York
Asian American Arts Alliance
Brooklyn Arts Council
Bronx Council on the Arts
College Art Association
Cooper Union
Creative Capital
Dance/NYC
EmcArts
The Field
Fractured Atlas
Harlem Arts Alliance
Lower Manhattan Council on the Arts
New York City Arts Coalition
New York Foundation for the Arts
Staten Island Arts

Queens-Based Organizations
Astoria
Astoria Performing Arts Center
Corona
New York Hall of Science Queens Museum
Queens Museum
Flushing
Flushing Town Hall/ FCCA
Queens College
Queens Botanical Gardens
Jackson Heights
Jackson Heights Beautification Group
Jamaica
Afrikan Poetry Theater
Jamaica Arts Council
Jamaica Center for Arts and Learning
*Queens Public Library’s New Americans
Program (*Throughout Queens)

Long Island City
Chocolate Factory Theater

Flux Factory
Jessica Lang Dance Company
Kaufman Arts District
Long Island City Cultural Alliance
MoMA PS1
Museum of the Moving Image
Noguchi Museum
QEDC’s Made in Queens Pop Up Shop &
Entrepreneur Space
Socrates Sculpture Park
Spaceworks
Maspeth
Knockdown Center
Rockaway
Rockaway Artist Alliance
Rockaway Theater Company
Rockaway Waterfront Alliance
Additional Org
Exploring the Metropolis (Manhattan based
with Queens Based Initiative)
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APPENDIX J: Implementation Tool Extract (See stand alone version for complete plan and
target milestones)
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APPENDIX K: Organizational Structure and Proposed Changes 2018 -2020

Proposed Multi-Year Staffing Changes
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APPENDIX L: High Level Budget & Future Areas for Investment
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APPENDIX M: Preliminary Outcome Targets

Our Program & Services Outcome Targets
2018 - 2020
Activities

2017

2018

2019

2020

Under the Hood - Attendees

300

450

600

750

Creative Conversations - Attendees

1000

1200

1500

1800

Communities Impacted
Peer Circles - # Artists
Communities Impacted
Grants - Applicants

3

4

5

6

20

30

50

70

3

4

5

6

180

200

250

260

Grantees

100

100

100

120

Communities Impacted

35

45

50

50

$s Awarded

$240K $260K $260K

Success Mentorship Program –Students
Copyright © 2016 KrasnePlows

APPENDIX N: Decision Making Tool

12+
1

24

36

$265K
48
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